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ABSTRACT

Cross-resolution face recognition tackles the problem of
matching face images with different resolutions. Although
state-of-the-art convolutional neural network (CNN) based
methods have reported promising performances on standard
face recognition problems, such models cannot sufficiently
describe images with resolution different from those seen
during training, and thus cannot solve the above task accord-
ingly. In this paper, we propose Guided Convolutional Neural
Network (Guided-CNN), which is a novel CNN architec-
ture with parallel sub-CNN models as guide and learners.
Unique loss functions are introduced, which would serve as
joint supervision for images within and across resolutions.
Our experiments not only verify the use of our model for
cross-resolution recognition, but also its applicability of rec-
ognizing face images with different degrees of occlusion.

Index Terms— Face recognition, deep learning, convolu-
tional neural networks

1. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing use of video surveillance systems for
applications in security and forensics, the demand for face
recognition has been growing. However, recognizing faces
using such systems in real-world scenarios not only requires
one to deal with the facial image variations of pose, illumina-
tion and expression, but also those with insufficient resolution
due to long distances between the subjects of interest and the
camera sensors. For example, query images with low reso-
lution (LR) need to be verified using gallery ones with high
resolution (HR). As a result, how to matching images across
different resolution would be a practical yet challenging task.

Face recognition has been benefited by the recent ad-
vances in deep learning, or particularly the evolvement of
convolutional neural networks (CNN). Two representative
CNN-based architectures for large-scale face recognition
are DeepFace [1] and DeepID [2]. Viewing the last hid-
den layer as the extracted deep visual features, these mod-
els applied a final fully-connected softmax layer as classi-
fiers. As an extension of DeepID, DeepID2 [3] took joint
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Fig. 1. Challenge of cross-resolution face recognition. While
promising performance is reported for recent CNNs on the LFW
dataset (e.g., Center-Loss CNN [5]), it does not generalize well if
the query image is with insufficient resolution. Note that HR and LR
denote high and low resolutions, respectively.

identification-verification information as supervision, which
further improves the discriminating ability of the resulting
deep features. Recently, FaceNet [4] introduced a triplet loss
to minimize the difference between an anchor image and a
positive one (i.e., with the same identity), while the distance
between it and its negative one is to be maximized. In ad-
dition, Wen et al. [5] introduced a center loss function into
existing CNN models, which also resulted in better recogni-
tion performance.

Although the above methods have reported promising
results on challenging and large-scale benchmark datasets,
these approaches typically assume that both the query and
gallery images are with the same or similar resolution. In
other words, as we verify later in the experiments, these CNN
frameworks cannot be easily extended to cross-resolution
recognition. Figure 1 shows examples of degraded per-
formance of the CNN model of [5], while the resolution
mismatch between training and test facial images is occurred.

In this paper, we propose a novel deep-learning based ar-
chitecture of Guided-CNN, which can be applied for cross-
domain face recognition and beyond. By utilizing an exist-
ing CNN-based face recognition model as a guide (e.g., [4]
or [5]), we adapt and learn a parallel CNN model for deal-
ing with face images with insufficient resolution. As a result,
the proposed Guided-CNN can be viewed as a deep domain
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Fig. 2. The architecture of our proposed Guided-CNN for cross-resolution face recognition. During training, we downsample
the HR images to be the LR inputs of CNNL. Softmax loss Ls is applied for learning the identification information of LR
images and our unique cross-domain loss Lc associates the feature representations of LR images to the corresponding HR
ones. In testing phase, we simply input HR/LR to CNNH /CNNL respectively and calculate the similarities using the cosine
distance of the associated features fH /fL.

adaptation model for relating HR and LR face images with
recognition guarantees. Later in Section 2, we will detail our
proposed model and explain why a unique loss function is
required for our Guided-CNN to produce satisfactory perfor-
mance on cross-resolution face recognition. Moreover, we
will show that our Guided-CNN can be further applied to ad-
dress robust face recognition in which the query face images
are corrupted due to occlusion (up to 50% of the facial area).

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follow:

• We propose Guided-CNN, which consists of parallel
CNN models (i.e., guide vs. learner) and unique loss
functions for solving cross-resolution face recognition.

• By advancing existing CNN model as a guide, the par-
allel CNN model (i.e., learner) would be learned to han-
dle within and cross-resolution face images.

• We show that, in addition to cross-resolution face
recognition, our Guided-CNN can be applied to robust
face recognition in which query images are corrupted
due to occlusion.

2. GUIDED CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NETWORKS (GUIDED-CNN)

2.1. Architecture

To design CNN models for cross-resolution face recognition,
we adopt the idea of learning similarity across domains [6]
and propose to learn a unique model of Guided-CNN. As il-
lustrated in Figure 2, our Guided-CNN consists of two sub-
CNN models CNNH and CNNL, dealing with the input
HR and LR face images, respectively.

In our Guided-CNN architecture, the two sub-CNN mod-
els CNNH and CNNL have the identical structure but dif-
ferent configurations. Serving as a guide, CNNH is pre-
trained on HR face images (which we do not limit the use of

any particular CNN architecture as). On the other hand, the
input of CNNL will be the LR images but upscaled to the
same image size as the HR one. As a learner, this CNNL

is a parallel model with a different configuration, whose net-
work parameters/weights will be learned from LR ones but
share information across sub-CNN models.

It is worth noting that, our Guided-CNN is different form
Siamese neural networks, which learn the same network con-
figuration with shared parameters for two or more sub net-
works. Although with a similar goal of associating cross-
domain data with comparable information, they require the
training of the entire network architecture when a new cross-
domain learning task is of interest. As for Guided-CNN, we
can utilize any existing solution/model as the guide, and focus
on the adaptation between the existing and the one of interest
(e.g., images with different resolutions or corrupted regions).
We also allow more than two sub-CNNs in our proposed ar-
chitecture, which introduces additional robustness and flexi-
bility in dealing with real-world recognition tasks.

2.2. Objectives

As noted in Section 2.1, our Guided-CNN applies existing
CNN solutions as CNNH and served as the guide. The other
sub-CNN of CNNL is to be learned by observing cross-
resolution image data. Later in our experiments, we consider
two recently proposed CNN models as CNNH for verifying
the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed architecture.

Given the same network structure as CNNH , we first
consider the softmax loss function at the output layer of
CNNL, which introduces the identification ability to CNNL

when observing LR image inputs. That is, for an input image
x of class k, its softmax loss is calculated as:

Ls(x) = −log
eyk(x)∑n
j=1 e

yj(x)
, (1)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the derived deep feature spaces: (a) CNNH

only, (b) Guided-CNN using CNNL with softmax loss only (i.e.,
λ = 0 in (3)), and (c) Guided-CNN with joint supervision of softmax
and cross-domain losses. Note that instances in different shapes indi-
cate images of different subjects, and H/L denote images in HR/LR.

where yi(x) is the output for the i-th class for a given input x,
and n denotes the number of classes.

Typically, standard CNN-based face recognition model
takes the above loss function for learning identification loss.
Take Figure 2 for example, the resulting representation fL
prior to the final fully connected layer would be taken as the
feature to describe input LR images. However, such learning
strategy would fail to incorporate the information retrieved
from the associated HR images. This is the reason why we
introduce an additional cross-domain loss function for bridg-
ing the knowledge across images with different resolutions.

In Guided-CNN, the cross-domain loss function calcu-
lates the Euclidean distance between the features of cross-
resolution image pair, with the goal of enforcing the image
features of the same identity yet with distinct resolutions to
exhibit improved similarity. Thus, this loss function is de-
fined as follows:

Lc(Hx, Lx) =
1

2
||fHx

− fLx
||22, (2)

where fHx and fLx represent the feature pair of input HR and
LR images (i.e., Hx and Lx). Note that, l2-normalization is
performed for both fHx

and fLx
in (2), but we do not intro-

duce additional variables for the sake of simplicity. By associ-
ating cross-resolution images of the same identity, the guided
sub-CNN of CNNL would exhibit improved ability in relat-
ing images across different resolutions, while the discrimina-
tive capability is preserved by observing the aforementioned
softmax loss.

The idea of introducing the cross-domain loss for Guided-
CNN is illustrated in Figure 3. Recall that, we apply state-of-
the-art models as CNNH , which is pre-trained on HR images
with promising data discriminating ability. During the train-
ing of CNNL using CNNH as a guide, our Guided-CNN
not only preserves the separation between images with the
same resolution but of different identities, the feature differ-
ence across resolutions is also jointly suppressed. As a result,
the derived feature space can be expected to achieve satisfac-
tory classification and (resolution) adaptation abilities.

It is worth noting that, our Guided-CNN does not in-
corporate the loss for enforcing the dissimilarity between

Fig. 4. Examples of images of the LFW dataset with reso-
lution and occlusion variations (from left to right: HR, LR,
occlusion with 20% and 50%, respectively).

cross-resolution image pairs with different identities. This
is because that, adding such a loss function might affect
our model for eliminating domain (resolution) differences
between the image data of interest, and thus limit the perfor-
mance of cross-resolution face recognition.

With both softmax and cross-domain losses introduced,
the total loss for learning Guided-CNN is computed as:

L(Hx, Lx) = Ls(Lx) + λLc(Hx, Lx), (3)

where λ is the weight for regularizing the cross-domain loss.

3. EXPERIMENTS

To assess the performance of our proposed Guided-CNN, we
first conduct experiments on cross-resolution face recognition
in Section 3.1; in Section 3.2, we further consider robust face
recognition in which gallery/query images are corrupted due
to occlusion (see example images in Figure 4).

3.1. Cross-Resolution Face Recognition

To evaluate the performance of cross-resolution face recogni-
tion, we apply the CASIA-WebFace dataset [7] for training,
and the LFW dataset [8] for testing. The CASIA-WebFace
dataset contains 493,456 face images of 10,575 identities col-
lected from the Internet, and the LFW dataset has 13,233 un-
constrained face images of 5,749 identities.

Recall that, we do not require and limit the use of particu-
lar CNN models in our Guided-CNN. In our experiments, we
utilzie two state-of-the-art CNN solutions for face recogni-
tion, Light CNN [9] and Center-loss CNN [5], as CNNH in
Guided-CNN. Pre-trained on HR images, the above CNNH

would serve as the guide for learning the parallel model
CNNL, which has the same architecture as that of CNNH .

Prior to the training/testing of Guided-CNN, all face im-
ages are aligned with respect to the locations of the eyes and
the mouth as the same pipeline of [9]. The input size of Light
CNN and Center-Loss CNN are 128 × 128 and 120 × 96
pixels, respectively. For LR images, we follow the settings
of [10, 11] to set the resolution of such images as 16 × 16



Table 1. Cross-resolution face verification using Light CNN
[9] as the guide. Note that Ours* refers to our method with
the softmax loss only (i.e., λ = 0 in (3)).

Method Training Data
Testing (Gallery-Query)

HR-HR LR-LR HR-LR
CNNH only HR 97.1 - 84.5
CNNL only LR - 92.7 86.9
[12] HR & LR 91.5 91.8 89.0
Ours* HR & LR 97.1 92.7 52.4
Ours HR & LR 97.1 91.9 93.7

pixels. Thus, to synthesize LR images for training and testing
purposes, we downsample HR images by a scaling factor of
8 and then upscale it by the same factor via bicubic interpola-
tion.

We now compare our proposed method with three base-
line/recent approaches. The baseline approach adopts the
above state-of-the-art CNN models as CNNH , and the
trained model is applied for performing HR and cross-
resolution face recognition. We repeat the above process
using LR images to train the associated model (denoted as
CNNL in Tables 1 and 2) for LR and cross-resolution face
recognition. We consider a recent approach of [12] which ap-
plies the same CNN model with staged-training for address-
ing the same task. To be specific, the model first pre-trains on
HR images and then continues to fine-tune on LR images.

To evaluate the performances, we report the equal error
rate (EER) verification accuracy on 6,000 face pairs of LFW.
The similarities of query/gallery face images are computed
by the cosine distance of the associated features (fH or fL).
From the results in Table 1, we see that the Light CNN trained
on HR or LR images only were not able to produce satisfac-
tory performance for cross-resolution face recognition (i.e.,
HR-LR with 84.5% and 86.9% only). While the recent adap-
tation model of [12] reported an improved accuracy of 89%,
our Guided-CNN was able to achieve the best result of 93.7%.
It is worth noting that, comparable results on only HR or LR
inputs were also produced by our Guided-CNN (i.e., 97.1%
and 91.9%).

We also vary λ in (3) from 0 to 100 to investigate the
sensitiveness of the hyperparameter. The accuracies of cross-
resolution verification for these models are shown in Figure 5.
It is clear that using the softmax loss only (i.e. λ = 0 ) is
not sufficient for cross-resolution face verification. We also
observe that our models remain stable performance across a
wide range of λ.

In addition, we experiments a special testing scenario of
verifying an unknown resolution query image with respect to
a HR gallery image. The features of the query image will
be extracted from both CNNH and CNNL. Then, we take
the one that achieves shorter cosine distance with the fea-
ture of the HR gallery image into account. In this situation,
our Guided-CNN also remain a comparable result of 93.4%,
which helps us to implicitly attest the consistency between
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Fig. 5. Cross-resolution face verification using Light CNN [9]
as the guide with different λ for regularizing the cross-domain
loss.

Table 2. Cross-resolution face verification using Center-Loss
CNN [5] as the guide. Note that Ours* refers to our method
with the softmax loss only (i.e., λ = 0 in (3)).

Method Training Data
Testing (Gallery-Query)

HR-HR LR-LR HR-LR
CNNH only HR 97.4 - 84.4
CNNL only LR - 93.3 89.4
[12] HR & LR 90.8 92.2 90.2
Ours* HR & LR 97.4 93.3 48.8
Ours HR & LR 97.4 92.1 93.8

HR and LR images in the deep feature space derived by cross-
domain loss.

To verify that our Guided-CNN can utilize arbitrary exist-
ing CNN models as the guide, we consider the Center-Loss
CNN as CNNH , and we repeat the above evaluation pro-
cess. As shown in Table 2, our accuracy was 93.8%, which
was higher than that of 90.2%∼84.4% produced by baseline
or recent approaches. Thus, the above results support the use
of our Guided-CNN for cross-resolution face recognition, and
its robustness of applying state-of-the-art CNN models in our
proposed architecture.

3.2. Robust Face Recognition

In addition to cross-resolution face recognition, we further ap-
ply our method to address the task of robust face recognition,
in which training/test images might be corrupted due to occlu-
sion. To our tests, we randomly occlude 20% and 50% (see
Figure 4) of the images for the sub-CNN CNNL to handle.
More specifically, we randomly blocked 20% contiguous ar-
eas of each HR images by setting their pixel values to 0; as
for the 50% occlusion, we randomly blocked the upper or the
bottom half of each HR images.

We follow all the settings (with Light CNN) in Section
3.1 for evaluation. That is, we simply replace LR images
by the occluded ones, and we train Light CNNs on the oc-
cluded images for CNNL. The results are listed in Tables 3



Table 3. Robust face verification using Light CNN [9] as the
guide. Note that CNNL denotes the CNN trained on images
with 20% occlusion, and OC denotes occluded images, and
Ours* refers to our method with the softmax loss only (i.e.,
λ = 0 in (3)).

Method Training Data
Testing (Gallery-Query)

HR-HR OC-OC HR-OC
CNNH only HR 97.1 - 91.9
CNNL only OC - 94.0 94.9
[12] HR & OC 96.2 93.2 94.8
Ours* HR & OC 97.1 94.0 52.0
Ours HR & OC 97.1 94.1 95.1

Table 4. Robust face verification using Light CNN [9] as the
guide. Note that CNNL denotes the CNN trained on images
with 50% occlusion, and OC denotes occluded images, and
Ours* refers to our method with the softmax loss only (i.e.,
λ = 0 in (3)).

Method Training Data
Testing (Gallery-Query)

HR-HR OC-OC HR-OC
CNNH only HR 97.1 - 89.1
CNNL only OC - 83.5 92.1
[12] HR & OC 96.2 81.3 92.8
Ours* HR & OC 97.1 83.5 50.1
Ours HR & OC 97.1 84.1 93.0

and 4. From these two tables, we see that our method again
performed favorably against baseline and state-of-the-art ap-
proaches. Thus, the effectiveness and robustness of our pro-
posed Guided-CNN can be successfully verified.

4. CONCLUSION

We proposed Guided-CNN for solving cross-resolution face
recognition problems. By advancing a CNN model pre-
trained on HR images as a guide, our proposed architecture
learns a parallel model on the LR ones with unique loss
functions. The introduced loss functions allow us to jointly
optimize the similarity for images within and across image
resolutions. From our experiments, we confirmed that our
method outperforms multiple baseline and recent approaches
on cross-resolution face recognition, and the extension to
robust face recognition was also successfully verified.
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